
 

Using Vision to guide Denso Robots for vision-guided picking 
 
Combining two of our technology products—machine vision and robotics—for flexible picking, 
part/work location, or any other directional guidance.  

Prepared by Jake Lydey, Lydey Automation Principle and Technology Specialist 

Specific products used: Denso RC8 robot controller, Dalsa Boa Smart Camera (communicating over 
Ethernet) 

Overview 
Robots that make use of a vision system to provide coordinates of part locations have innumerable 
applications in industrial automation; flexible picking systems, part locations for pick-and-place 
applications, and locating workpieces to move dispenser tips, machining tips, or other work tools to a 
moving workpiece are just a few applications. Using vision to locate something whose position is 
unknown can save costs of equipment and tooling specifically designed to otherwise locate parts. 

Our Product Offering 
Lydey Automation can help customers implement our Denso robot systems and help integrate them 
with our Teledyne Dalsa vision cameras, to provide easy and accurate vision location of parts, 
workpieces and patterns, without having to resort to using application-specific products and systems.  

How it works 
Because our robots come standard with a generic Ethernet port (protocol-specific Ethernet cards, 
such as Ethernet/IP or Profinet are available, but not necessary for vision communications), every RC8 Robot controller from Denso is able to 
communication to vision. Both our Robots and our Vision cameras can communication over Ethernet, using ASCII string data. The upside of ASCII 
data is that the communication is quick and very flexible.  

On the following page, we’ll show you the process flow for setting up vision and robotics. The sections after that explain specific parts of the 
setup.  

1. Robot Triggers the camera to take a 
picture 

2. Camera takes a picture, finds a part, 
calculates the positional deviation in 
terms of X, Y and rotational Z 

3. Camera sends this data in a string to 
robot, delimited with a comma 

4. Robot parses this string, converts 
parsed strings into integers, and 
adds values to an ideal position to 
program a new position 

5. Robot goes to this position 

SUMMARY: THE PROCESS OF USING 
VISION TO GUIDE ROBOTS 
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Setting up the Vision Camera Environment 
The ideal way to do vision with robots is to use an area light. An area light is a rectangular-shaped light that sits underneath a transparent or 
translucent surface. Objects are then viewed from an overhead camera. Of course, this is not always possible with a backlight, and in these 
cases, standard ring lights or other lights can also be used.  

To minimize parallax of the camera—which is the camera’s tendency to view the edges of the field of view in a ‘fish-eye’ manner, we had to 
calibrate the camera using a checkerboard. While dalsa provides a checkerboard, we created our own, using 10mm checkerboard squares. It’s 
important to note that while this minimizes it, it doesn’t eliminate it. This is evidenced by the fact that the positional error of the robot is 
practically ZERO at the middle of the field of view of the camera, and becomes more apparent as the robot attempts to grab parts at the 
periphery of the field of view.  

Using the Match Tool within the iNspect software environment enables us to determine a positional value of an object, along with it’s rotational 
position. We can set this tool to provide this data in an absolute manner, or a relative manner from a ‘perfect’ match. Setting up the match tool 
is easy enough; once the area light and camera were properly set, we placed a part on the area light in a referenceable position (in case we had 
to ‘calibrate’ the vision solution later), and took an exemplary image to create our vision solution. When the camera sees the part in this 
position, it’s considered ‘ideal’, and will transmit offset data of 0,0,0. Rather than trying to do complicated math for an absolute position, we 
decided to use the relative positioning instead. This provides us with pure, signed offset data.  

Once you’ve set up your vision camera to locate parts, and once you’ve created a vision solution, and calibrated your vision system to reference 
millimeters instead of pixels as a base engineering unit, go into the Control screen of the iNspect software. From here, you have to Set up a 
TCP/IP stream, create a post-image process script to handle what the camera communicates to the robot after a vision inspection takes place, 
and create a periodic script to monitor incoming messages from the robot controller, that will command the vision camera to perform tasks 
such as triggering or changing vision solutions.  

Setting up the TCP/IP Stream for the Boa 
You will need to first set up the camera to talk to the Robot controller. Since we’re communicating using ASCII over Ethernet, we’ll need to 
parameterize the connection in terms of client and server. For our purposes, we will designate the Boa camera as the Client, and the Robot 
controller as the Server. We’ll address the robot config in another section.   

In our application, we set the camera as a client, and referenced the server connection (that’s the Robot controller) as 192.168.0.2 (which is the 
robot controller’s IP address). We specified port 6010 for the connection.  
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Post-Image Process Script 
You’ll have to write a script that tells the Boa what to do once it’s performed a vision inspection on the area it’s looking at—which includes 
creating variables for the X, Y and Rotational values. Inside your script, you’ll format these three values into a text string, with the three values 
separated by a character (we use a comma, but the specific character doesn’t matter), followed by a Line Feed character (the typical ASCII 
character for ‘end of a transmission’). Denso controllers are specifically going to look for a Carriage Return or a Line Feed Character. Your Post-
Image script has to not only tell the robot whether the vision inspection actually saw a part (pass/fail), but if it did pass, it’s got to pass along the 
data that describes the deviation distance from an expected position, in mm.  

Setting up the Robot Communications Environment 
The RC8 controller from Denso has a number of ‘channels’ that communicate data; it provisions 12 channels for communication over Ethernet. 
Our application uses channel 4, which is a channel that acts as a server. The Robot also will want to know what ASCII character the client devices 
will use as a delimiter (what character indicates the end of a transmission).  

Programming the Robot Program to open communications, and send / receive over Ethernet 
Within your robot’s program, you’ll use specific commands, in this order, to Open and Clear the communication channel, Send an ASCII text 
string to trigger the camera (our application used a single letter, a capital “T”, to trigger the camera), and then write the incoming string data to 
a string variable. Once you’ve captured the string variable (which will be formatted in this way: “Xoffsetdata,Yoffsetdata,Rzoffsetdata”), you can 
parse the three values using the comma as a delimiter, and package the one string into three strings. From there, you can convert the string 
variables to integer variables, and perform a simple mathematical calculation to get the deviation of the position after the fact.  

Opening and Clearing the communications channel looks like this. Not that the closing of the channel occurs as a housekeeping measure, in 
case the program was aborted previously. Note that the delay of 2000 ms is required to establish comms with the vision camera. Once the 
channel is open, it remains open for the duration of the program, so the 2000ms is required only at initialization of the program. As the program 
cycles through cycle after cycle, it maintains the channel in the open state.  

Comm.close 4  (close communications channel #4) 

delay 250 

 if comm.state(4) = 0 then (If/Then statement to check if channel is closed) 

  Comm.open 4  (open channel 4) 

  comm.clear 4  (clear any info from the channel 4 buffer) 
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 end if 

delay 2000    (2 second pause to establish comms with vision device) 

 

Sending an ASCII text string in the program is as follows. For our application, we selected the capital letter “T” (for “T”rigger) to send to the 
camera.  

  comm.output 4, "T"  'trigger camera 

  delay 300   ‘wait 300ms for vision system to trigger, investigate, and process a response 

 

 

Writing the incoming string data, parsing the data and using the data to create an offset looks like this. As a reminder, the program 
“dimensionalizes” (or defines) the variable “ofst” at the start as a string variable. Here’s where we use it: 

 

S1=COMM.INPUT(4, -1)  'capture incoming data buffer from camera 

  ofst=split(s1, ",")  'package string into array variable 'ofst', delimited by "," 

S2 = ofst(0)   'put ofst first array content into S2 variable 

S3 = ofst(1)   'put ofst second array content into S3 variable 

  S4 = ofst(2)   'put ofst third array content into S4 variable 

At this point, we now have 3 string variables, each with a different content representing offset values (though they’re still in string variables, so 
they’re not yet usable as numerical values). The next step uses the “VAL” command to convert string variables into integer variables.  

I1 = val(S2)   'convert string data into integer data 

  I2 = val(s3)   'convert string data into integer data 

  I3 = val(s4)   'convert string data into integer data 
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Finally, we have to use this data to offset the robot’s position from an ideal. In the setup of the demo, we placed a part on the area light using 
the robot, and stored this position as position 15. We consider position 15 the ‘ideal’ position—so that if the vision system were to investigate 
this part, it would reply back that the part’s offset is 0,0,0. Our program dynamically ‘rewrites’ another position variable—in our case, position 
variable 17—and uses the offset data and the positional data found in position variable 15 to write a new set of positional values for position 
variable 17. 

  LetX p17 = PosX(p15 )-I2 'rewriting position 17 X value using offset value of I2 

  LetY p17 = PosY(p15)-I1  'rewriting position 17 Y value using offset value of I1 

  LetRz p17 = PosRz(p15)-I3 'rewriting position 17 Rx value using offset value of I3 

 

At this point, the robot now has a modified position—position variable 17—that it can using to move to a position. This position will be the 
position of the part it discovered in it’s investigation.  

Highly Flexible 
Communicating with a vision system is not the only application for the passing back and forth of string variables. While a vision system is the 
most logical use of this concept, any device that can send and receive ASCII strings – HMIs, Printers, other Ethernet-based logic controllers, even 
PCs and SCADA systems, to send control commands, receive or output a myriad of data and any other communications need an application 
could have.  

 

Appendix and Code Examples 
The following is the coding used for the robot controller as well as the vision camera. Note that in the code below, black font is actual code, 
whereas commentary on the code is in red.  

 

Denso Robot Controller Program Code 

'!TITLE "Denso robot program" 
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'Robot Program uses IO130 as 'request to enter' input. Turning on IO130 ends program after a finished cycle. 

 

'VARIABLE and IO Usage for program: 

' S1  -- incoming data string from vision 

' S2-S4- placeholder string variables 

' S5  -- script for vision error handling 

' I1  -- Y offset value 

' I2  -- X offset value 

' I3  -- rotational offset value 

' I5  -- speed  

' I6  -- error count: counting how many times vision tried and failed to acquire parts 

' P15 -- ideal position for vision calibration. program doesn't use position but position can be used when calibrating vision. 

' P16 -- 'safe' position for robot between area light table and cassette location.  

' P17 -- dynamic position re-taught every time a vision inspection occurs. 

' P50 -- load position of cassette 

' P51 -- insert position of cassette 

' P52 -- position 1 of cassette 

' P53 -- position 2 of cassette 

' P54 -- position 3 of cassette 

' P55 -- position 4 of cassette 

' P56 -- initial dump position 

' P57 -- final dump position 

' IO24 - Gripper open output 

' IO25 - Gripper close output 

' IO130- 'RTE' input. program okay to start new cycle as long as input is on. input is set at start of cycle 
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Sub Main 

 Takearm Keep = 0 

 

DIM count as integer   'pallet count 

Dim VisionData as String  'Incoming vision data string 

Dim PositionData as String  'parsed position data 

Dim ofst as variant    'offset data 

Dim Xofst as integer    

Dim Yofst as integer 

Dim Rofst as integer 

Dim errorcount as integer 

 

'set initial values for variables and IO 

count = 1 

S1="string initialized" 

S5="" 

If I[5]=0 then 

 I[5]=40 

end IF 

speed I[5] 

I[6]=0 

IO[130]=ON 

IO[24]=ON 'open gripper  

IO[25]=OFF 
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'configure force parameters for compliance at pick 

ForceParam 1, 0, P( 1000, 1000, 60, 1000, 1000, 1000 ), Spring = P( 20, 20, 20, 100, 100, 100), Damp = P( 20, 20, 20, 100, 100, 100), PosEralw = P( 20, 20, 10, 30, 30, 30), CurLmt = J( 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 
10), ErAlw = J( 200, 200, 200, 200, 200, 200) 

 

'Initialize Comms, Set tool, Move into Home position 

Comm.close 4  

delay 250 

 if comm.state(4) = 0 then 

  Comm.open 4 

  comm.clear 4 

 end if 

delay 2000 

changetool 4 

move p, p16 

IO[24]=on 

 

' main robot cycle begins below; robot cycle is continuous as long as IO[130]=ON. Turning off IO[130] 

' constitutes a 'request to enter' by the robot, which will finish the current cycle, but not start 

'  again. IO[130] is turned on at teaching pendant with a pushbutton.   

 

Do While IO[130]=ON 

 

   Trigger: 

 

   Do While count < 5 
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    comm.output 4, "T"  'trigger camera 

    delay 300 

    S1=COMM.INPUT(4, -1) 'capture incoming data buffer from camera 

    ofst=split(s1, ",")  'package string into array variable 'ofst', delimited by "," 

    S2 = ofst(0)   'put ofst first array content into S2 variable 

                

    If S2 = "FAIL" then  'conditional handling when vision camera reports a "FAIL" (no parts detected) 

     IO[24]=OFF   'Gripper 'chirps' (actuates open and closed 3x) with each 

     IO[25]=ON   'failure.  

     DELAY 75 

     IO[24]=ON 

     IO[25]=OFF 

     DELAY 75 

     IO[24]=OFF 

     IO[25]=ON 

     DELAY 75 

     IO[24]=ON 

     IO[25]=OFF 

     I[6]= I[6]+1  

     delay 1000 

     if I[6] =3 then  'if three vision failures occur, terminate program.  

      goto DumpProgram 

     end if 

     goto trigger 
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    end if 

    S3 = ofst(1)   'put ofst second array content into S3 variable 

    S4 = ofst(2)   'put ofst third array content into S4 variable 

 

    I1 = val(S2)   'convert string data into integer data 

    I2 = val(s3)   'convert string data into integer data 

    I3 = val(s4)   'convert string data into integer data 

 

    LetX p17 = PosX(p15 )-I2 'rewriting position 17 X value using offset value of I2 

    LetY p17 = PosY(p15)-I1  'rewriting position 

    LetRz p17 = PosRz(p15)-I3 

  

    'grip part using compliance mode, retrieve part from area light 

 

    move p, p16 

    approach p, p17, 20 

    ForceCtrl True, 1, mode=0 

    SPEED 25 

    move p, p17 

    IO[24]=OFF 

    IO[25]=ON 

    delay 200 

    speed I[5] 

    ForceCtrl false, 1 

    depart p, 50 
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' Move to one of four positions on cassette based on count 

    

    Select Case count  

 

    Case 1 'Position 1 on cassette 

     move p, @p p16 

     approach p, p52, 5 

     ForceCtrl True, 1, mode=0 

     SPEED 25 

     move p, p52 

     IO[24]=ON  

     IO[25]=OFF 

     delay 200 

     forcectrl false, 1 

     speed I[5] 

     depart P, 10 

     move p, p16 

     count = count+1 

 

    Case 2 'Position 2 on cassette 

     move p, @p p16 

     approach p, p53, 5 

     ForceCtrl True, 1, mode=0 

     SPEED 25 
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     move p, p53 

     IO[24]=ON  

     IO[25]=OFF 

     delay 200 

     forcectrl false, 1 

     speed I[5] 

     depart P, 10 

     move p, p16 

     count = count+1 

 

    Case 3 'Position 3 on cassette 

     move p, @p p16 

     approach p, p54, 5 

     ForceCtrl True, 1, mode=0 

     SPEED 25 

     move p, p54 

     IO[24]=ON  

     IO[25]=OFF 

     delay 200 

     forcectrl false, 1 

     speed I[5] 

     depart P, 10 

     move p, p16 

     count = count+1 
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    Case 4 'Position 2 on cassette 

     move p, @p p16 

     approach p, p55, 5 

     ForceCtrl True, 1, mode=0 

     SPEED 25 

     move p, p55 

     IO[24]=ON 

     IO[25]=OFF 

     delay 200 

     forcectrl false, 1 

     speed I[5] 

     depart P, 30 

     count = count+1 

 

     End Select 

 

   Loop 'loop for count > 4 condition 

 

 'grab casette and dump parts back onto area light table 

 IO[25]=OFF 

 IO[24]=ON 

 approach p, p50, 30 

 ForceCtrl True, 1, mode=0 

 SPEED 25 

 move p, p50 
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 IO[24]=OFF 

 IO[25]=ON 

 Delay 200 

 forcectrl false, 1 

 move p, p51 

 

 'Dump parts back on table 

 move p,  @p p16 

 approach p, P56, 30 

 move p, p56 

 speed 50 

 

 move p, @p p57 

 speed I[5] 

 move p, @p p16 

 

 'reinsert cassette into holder 

 move p, p51 

 speed 15 

 move p, p50 

 speed I[5] 

 IO[24]=ON 

 IO[25]=OFF 

 delay 100 

 depart p, 30 
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 count=1 

 errorcount=0 

 

 

Loop 'Loop for IO[130]=ON condition 

 

DumpProgram: 

 

move p, p16 

if I[6]=3 then 

 S5="errorfail" 

end if 

 

  

End Sub 

 

The following is the scripting example used in the vision systems’ logic scripts. There are two scripts used—a script that executes every 200 
milliseconds, which monitors incoming communications and handles it, and a post-image script, which handles data from the investigation.  

Periodic (200ms) Process: 

ReadBuffer = ReadString(TcpC1P49800 , 13) // check for any comms from the PLC 

if(ReadBuffer != "")  

    CommandString = ReadBuffer 

      CommandCharacter = Substring(CommandString, 0, 1)  // parse command character 

endif 
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if(CommandCharacter = "T") // trigger command & no solution change 

    trigger( ) 

      CommandCharacter = "" 

Endif 

 

Post-Image Process: 

  if(Result.0 =1)  

    WriteFormatString(TcpC1P49800  , "[X%4.0f]"+","+"[Y%4.0f]"+","+"[Rot%4.0f]"+"\r"  ) 

else 

       WriteString( TcpC1P49800  , "FAIL\r" ) 

endif 
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Teledyne Dalsa Boa setup screenshots 
 

 

Runtime screen of the Teledyne Dalsa Boa’s software, iNspect Express 
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Sensor setup—note the inspection trigger selection required for this. The Setup – Calibration tool will convert pixel count to millimeter count, 
which will be needed for robotic offsets. 
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Tools Screen – where you configure the Match Tool (under ‘Select Tools’ area, third row, middle column). Note that the region of interest is inset 
about 10-15mm inside the area light, to prevent collisions of gripper jaws with aluminum frame of light.  
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Match Properties for rotational info, X and Y info.  
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Setting the TCP/IP stream properly. Our application set the unit as a client, which requires you to specify a “Device IP” address and port—this 
was the IP address of the robot controller (the Dalsa’s IP address is set up elsewhere). Notice that it creates a “Var Name”—a communications 

variable that is referenced in the process scripts later. Our created Var Name was “TcpC1P49800”) 
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Logic function of the post-image process, that occurs every time the camera is triggered. The WriteFormatString command bundles the values of 
the X, the Y and the rotational values into one string, separated by a comma, with a carriage return at the end (which indicates to the robot 

controller the end of the string). Note that if the camera fails to see a part, it simply sends the string “FAIL” with a carriage return.  
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Periodic Function that occurs every 200 milliseconds. If the ReadBuffer is not empty, we package the data into a variable called 
“CommandString”. If that data has the letter “T” in it, we interpret this as a trigger command.  
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For More Information 
If you’d like more information on this application and the concepts used herein, or if you think you’d benefit from a better understanding of how 
to apply these concepts for your own application, contact Jake Lydey or your technical sales engineer to help. 

You can also see a video of this demo on our Youtube channel. 

 

Contact Information:  

 

Lydey Automation 
1650 Indian Wood Circle, Suite 900 
Maumee, Ohio 43537 

Author: Jake Lydey 

419-261-0841 

jakelydey@lydey.com 
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